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1

Introduction

This document goes over some of the shortcomings of lock-based concurrency
control, and how software transactional memory addresses some of these issues.
Additionally, it will provide a quick overview of transactional memory, and some
design decisions for software transactional memory. Furthermore, it will give an
introduction to Clojure, a powerful programming language that aims to facilitate programming concurrent systems through the use of software transactional
memory. Finally, we will conclude with some discussions.
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Lock-Based Programs

When first introduced to programming multi-threaded programs, most students are taught to handle critical sections and shared-data access by following a
lock-based approach. Usually this is done through using locks explicitly, conditional variables, semaphores, or even non-trivial algorithms, such as Peterson’s
algorithm, depending on the desired behaviour of the given system.
Additionally, when developing data structures for mulit-threaded programs,
we must decide if we wish to follow and coarse-grain or fined-grain locking locking. Coarse-grain locking is easy to implement, but provide little concurrency,
whereas fined-grain locking is meant to provide greater concurrency performance
but are difficult to implement [1].
These approaches provide, more than often, the desired behaviour needed to
protect critical sections, and manage shared-data access. The downside of lockbased algorithms, is that they require special care in order to avoid common
pitfalls such as deadlocks, or inconsistent data, and in more rare cases, priority
inversions or convoying. As a program’s complexity grows, management of the
locks became more difficult to maintain. Furthermore, these programs are not
very modular, and are designed around the specific problem at hand [2, 1].
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Transactions

Before discussing the behaviour of Transactional Memory, it is important to
understand the concept, and behaviour of transactions.
Transactions are defined to be a specific block of code that is to be executed
by a single thread. The finite set of instructions within this block of code can
access and update its own locally defined variables, as well as shared-data outside of its block. Where the shared-data outside of the block can be accessed
by other concurrently executing transactions [4].
In order to reason upon the correctness of transactions, it is critical that
transactions always maintain the following properties [5, 2]:
2

• Serializable: The instructions within a transaction does not appear to
overlap with the instructions of another concurrently executing transaction.
• Atomic: Each transaction is either seen as completed, or to not have been
executed at all.
• Consistent: Transactions always leave the program in a valid state.
• Isolated : Transactions do not cause side-effects. The effects of one active
transaction, does not affect another actively executing transaction.
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Transactional Memory - Background

The concept of Transactional Memory is noted to be first defined in 1986, by
Tom Knight, as an approach to verify the correctness of concurrent programs
in Lisp [3]. Although this was initially intended to be implemented in the hardware level (HTM). By the mid 1990s, the concept was applied to a software level
as a mechanism for lock-free data structures [2], and later the term Software
Transactional Memory was introduced by [4], as a new way to provide synchronization in concurrent programs.
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Overview of Transactional Memory

Transactional memory provide transactions with mechanisms to keep track of
its changes, and be able to tell if the changes of a transaction will cause conflict
with the changes of another transaction. This is done by having a read-set and
write-set for each transaction, and allowing transactions to commit or abort
(rollback) all its changes [6, 2].
When a transaction is executed it creates a read-set and a write-set. A readset is a list of read instructions made to shared-memory by that transaction,
similarly, a write-set is a list of tentative changes that transaction is wishes to
make on some shared memory.
A transaction will be allowed to commit its changes only if its read-set and
write-set do not cause any conflicts with another transaction’s read and write
sets. When a commit is made by a transaction, its changes will be visible to
the rest of the program.
If it is the case that a transactions read and write set conflicts with another
transaction’s read and write set, then the transaction is aborted. Meaning that
all its local, and tentative changes are undone, and the transaction is re-executed
from the beginning.
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Software Transactional Memory (STM)

Software transactional memory provide a programmer with the ability to use
the transactional model for dealing with shared-data access in a multi-threaded
program. When using an STM, the programmer is not expected to deal with
transaction commits and rollbacks, or verifying that the transactions are following all the necessary properties. This will be handled by the underlining
transactional memory.
STM provides [7, 5]:
• Abstraction of lock complexity.
• Removes the burden on having to verify if the locking protocol is correct.
• Allows for modular design of components.
It is important to note that STM does not guarantee a deadlock-free implementation, nor does it guarantee better performance.
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Behaviour of STM

When creating an STM system there are important design decisions that must
be made, concerning the expected behaviour. Some important topics to discussed below.

7.1

Optimistic vs Pessimistic Concurrency Control

Optimistic concurrency control would assume good things happen often, in this
case, it assumes shared-data access conflicts are unlikely. Thus, deal with conflicts only once they arise. Where as a pessimistic concurrency control would
assume it is likely conflicts will happen often thus it always declares exclusive
access to the shared-data before entering. STMs are often implemented using
an optimistic concurrency control scheme [5].

7.2

Weak vs Strong Isolation

This deals with how threads executing in a transaction interact with other
threads that are not in another transaction. When an STM implements strong
isolation, instructions in a transaction can not interleave with instruction from
a non-transactional block, this is referred as strong atomicity. As transactions
are seen to execute atomically from a non-transactional thread’s point of view.
Where weak isolation does not guarantee an atomic behaviour between interleaved transactional and non-transactional executions. It is difficult to design
an STM that provides strong isolation, since it often requires special hardware,
or it is difficult to provide it in main stream languages [8, 7, 5].
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7.3

Lazy vs Eager Updates

Eager update (or in-place update) is a system where transactions are allowed to
modify the shared-data directly, even before it commits. But in order to avoid
data inconsistency from two transactions updating the shared-data, contention
managers are used to govern the updates made to each shared-data by different
transactions. If a contention manager detects a conflict from a transaction updating the shared-data, then the transaction consults its undo-log to revert the
changes. In a system that implements lazy updates, then transactions perform
operations on a local copy of the shared-data. The update is only applied to the
original shared-data if the transaction is allowed to commit. When designing an
STM if we can predict that commits will happen more often than aborts, then
it is more efficient to implement eager updates. Similarly, if it is expected that
transactions will abort often, then a lazy update system will be more efficient
[7, 5].

7.4

Contention Management

A contention manager allows the STM to make conflict resolutions when an
conflict occurs between two or more transactions. A conflict resolution will
state whether a given transaction should continue, and commit, if a transaction
should pause its executions and wait for another transaction to complete, or if
a transaction should abort.
In order to come up with such decisions, the contention manager consults the
policies that are defined by the implemented STM system. Such policies can
be based on priority, work completion, time, or any scheme that can guarantee
that a transaction eventually completes (commits or aborts) [7, 5, 1].

7.5

Opacity

Is a correctness criteria that tries to ensure every active transaction only sees
a valid system state. We must not allow active, or zombie transactions to ever
execute in an inconsistent state. This can lead the system into a faulty state ,
such as entering an infinite loop or accessing null values. Zombie transactions
are those transactions that have caused some type of conflict but have not yet
halted. Zombie transactions will always abort [7, 5, 1, 9].
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8.1

Clojure - Programming Language
Overview

Clojure is a dynamic general-purpose programming language that belongs to
that Lisp language family. Additionally the Clojure compiler produces bytecode
that can be interpreted by the JVM, thus allowing Clojure to share many of
Java’s interface and classes. Other notable features of Clojure is that it provides
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a functional programming paradigm, and it provides concurrent programming
without the need of manual locks, as it has a built in STM system.[10]

8.2

Concurrency in Clojure

In Clojure, the core data structures are immutable, this allows for threads to
easily share common data structures in a safe manner. When it is necessary
for threads to update the state of the system in a synchronized manner, it can
be done so without the need for manual locking. This is a result of Clojure’s
built-in STM system, that provides mechanisms for managing threads.

8.3

STM in Clojure

In Clojure, the STM is implemented with multi-version concurrency control and
snapshot isolation. MVCC removes lock contention in a multiple transactions
(doing reads and writes) by providing a snapshot of the current state of the
system to each transaction. Because transactions are isolated, the changes done
by a transaction will not be visible until it is committed (recall that it will only
be allowed to commit if it will not induce any conflicts).
Refs (transactional references) in Clojure allow threads to safely share a
mutable memory location. The underlining STM system restricts that the storage location bounded by the Ref is only allowed to update, if the instruction
happens within a transaction. As discussed earlier, that transactions must be
Atomic, Consistent and Isolated, all Refs in Clojure must also follow these three
properties.
A transaction may make changes to Ref through the commands ref-set, alter,
and commute. Each of these must be called within the dosync body, and they
describe what constitute as a safe/valid change of a Ref [11].
(ref-set <ref-name> <value-to-set>)
(commute <ref-name> <update-function>)
(alter <ref-name> <update-function>)
• ref-set: Set a new value for the Ref. This is not used for updating the
Ref.
• commute: Used for updating a Ref, where order does not matter, for example, increasing a counter
• alter: A more strict update than commute, it is used when the ordering
of the updates occur. For example, performing different operations on a
single value, where the operations are not commutative.
The important distinction between alter and commute is that commute will
not retry if its Ref value is changed. Where as alter will always retry, if its Ref
has been updated by another transaction. In order for this to be possible, there
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exists some additional background work by the STM when commute is used.
It is important to not that Clojure provides other constructs to deal with synchronous and asynchronous updates. Such as Atom, Vars, and Agent, these do
not provide the attribute of shared updates as Ref does, but each have their
own purpose, and will not be discussed in this document.

8.4

Example in Clojure

The following is a simple example of dealing with updates of a bank account,
idea for this example has been derived from [12]. This program will start 5
threads, that will execute the my update function, where it uses a transaction
to update the ref variable counter through a commute operation.
( def counter ( r e f 0))
( d e f n my update [ ]
( dosync
; ( r e f −s e t c o u n t e r 2 )
;( alter
counter inc )
( commute c o u n t e r i n c ) ) )
( defn r u n t e s t [ ]
( l e t [ threads ( f o r [ x ( range 0 5 ) ]
( Thread . #(my update ) ) ) ]
( do
( d o a l l (map #(. s t a r t %) t h r e a d s ) )
( d o a l l (map #(. j o i n %) t h r e a d s ) ) ) ) )
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Discussion of STM

Although STM provides a simplification in programming concurrent systems, it
has some shortcomings. These are some of the results:
• Trying to translate directly from a lock-based approach to a transactional
approach can introduce deadlocks[8]
• If a programmer is not familiar with the STM system in use, undesired
results may occur (ie: strong atomicity vs weak atomicity) [8]
• TxLinux Project: A project that is attempting to replace most of the locks
in the Linux kernel with transactions [7]
• Swapping critical sections for transactions resulted in decrease concurrent
performance (Berkeley DB lock manager) [7]
7

• [13, 14] conducted studies, and concluded that most students found STM
easier to implement and understand (compared to fine-grained locking),
produced fewer implementation errors, but was harder to fine tune performance
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